Sito™.
240 range

Distinctive. Flexible. Versatile.
The Sito range is a more sophisticated re-interpretation of the traditional steel tube cantilever
chair. The design is based on bridge construction: the load-bearing component comprises a
tubular structure that is supported by slender, flat steel braces. The braces absorb force, so the
cross section of the tubular structure is smaller and the chair more flexible.
An innovative, multipurpose cantilever family was born that can be used on its own or in
combination with the Wilkhahn office chair and table ranges. Sito is typical of the flexibility
expected from cantilevers, spacious and comfortable to sit on and with its very own style.
Different frame finishes, armrest pads, upholstery and covers allow plenty of scope for different design solutions.

Sito
Design: wiege
Model 240/3
upholstered seat, aluminium bright
chrome-plated frame, polypropylene
armrest pads

Model 241/51
club upholstery,
black leather, aluminium
bright chrome-plated frame,
leather armrest pads

240/3 model, bright chromium plated, stackable with low backrest The elegantly curved frame and the recess in the braces make the chairs easy to stack.
Up to six chairs are stackable (eight with a stacking trolley).

Three upholstery versions – three heights
Back not upholstered/additional back cushion
The backrests of models with black or white through-dyed armrest pads and
seat and backrest shells in viscoelastic polypropylene are optionally available without upholstery or with an additional fabric-covered slim cushion. The models are
available as stackable versions and with low or medium-height backrests.
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Slim cushions
Slim cushions sewn into the cover add an informal, relaxed and yet exclusive
look to the slender elegance that is Sito. Seat and back shells (medium high and
high) are made of fabric or leather-covered plywood, the armrest pads are available in through-dyed plastic or veneered or leather-covered laminated wood.
Club upholstery
Club upholstery (medium high) turns Sito into a cantilever chair that is out to
impress. All the upholstered armrests, seat and back shells are entirely covered
in leather and have a wool-fleece overlay making the chair both pleasant and
comfortable to sit on. The generous, perfectly crafted cushions convey a sense
of luxurious well-being.
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Inline connectors /seat numbering
To connect up rows of seat, the black plastic inline connector is easily fitted
between the lateral brace and the front horizontal tubing. If required,
seat numbers can be inserted into the recesses on the inline connectors.
Writing tablet
The writing tablet made of very strong, black through-dyed hardboard can
be tipped up and adjusted in depth. Tablets are fitted in the factory. Even
when tablets are fitted, the chairs can still be stacked and rows connected
with one another.
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Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com/sito
Standards and certificates. For up-to-date environmental information, please visit the Wilkhahn website.
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